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Abstract 
In this paper we give a strong normalization proof for a set of reduction rules for classical 
logic. These reductions, more general than the ones usually considered in literature, are inspired 
to the reductions of Felleisen’s lambda calculus with continuations. 
1. Introduction 
Recently, in the logic and theoretical computer science community, there has been an 
ever growing interest in the computational features of classical logic. The problem on 
which research is beginning to focus now is not the theoretical possibility of having 
constructive content present in classical proofs, established in old and well-known 
results, but the practical applicability of such results. 
It was Kreisel in [ 121, who first pinpointed the presence of constructive content 
in classical proofs by proving the equality of the sets of Cy-sentences provable, re- 
spectively, in intuitionistic and classical logic. Friedman [7] showed how to get the 
computational content of a classical proof of a Cy-sentence by means of a translation 
from classical to intuitionistic logic. Such method, however, can hardly be satisfactory 
since, to really use the computational features of classical logic, one needs to know 
how to extract directly computational content from proofs, i.e. to reduce a proof to 
its essential content. For intuitionistic logic this problem amounts to cut elimination, 
in particular to strong normalizability for systems in natural deduction. Unfortunately 
there is no good cut-elimination procedure for classical logic, i.e. speaking in term of 
natural deductions, no good set of reduction rules is known. 
In literature some sets of reduction rules can be found for classical logic, as the 
one defined in [ 151 by Prawitz. This set of reductions can also be used to extract 
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computational content from classical proofs as shown in [l], but can hardly be con- 
sidered adequate for classical logic. Another set of rules is the one defined by Parigot 
for his p-calculus [14]. 
In the quest of a good set of reductions for classical logic recent results by Griffin 
and Murthy shed a light in what seems to be a good direction. In [ 1 l] and [ 131 they 
showed that a proofs-as-programs correspondence can be defined between classical 
proofs and control functional languages. In particular, a classical proof can be seen as 
a typed term in a lambda calculus containing Felleisen’s control operator %? (2,) [4, 61 
and constructive content can be got from a proof by reducing it using the reductions 
of the calculus. Such reductions are quite general from a logical point of view (for 
instance they subsume Prawitz’s reductions). Their most interesting feature is that there 
exists a sort of symmetry between some of them. 
Unfortunately, such rules cannot be considered, strictly speaking, good logical rules, 
since, at the time being, no strong normalization result exists. In fact the possibility of 
using them to extract constructive content from classical proofs of Cy sentences has 
been established only by restricting oneself to particular reduction strategies (i.e. only 
weak normalizations have been proved). 
Notwithstanding the above-mentioned difficulties this set of reduction rules can be a 
good starting point to develop good “classical” reductions. In the present paper we de- 
fine a set of reductions, inspired to the set of reductions for &, for a A-calculus (&- ) 
whose terms represent proofs of propositional classical logic in natural deduction. With 
respects to those for &, some reductions of i Hr- are new, other are restrictions. They 
however mantain the feature of &‘s reductions mentioned above: symmetry. 
For &- we manage to get a strong normalization proof. This proof takes the main 
part of the paper and consists in a nontrivial modification of Tait-Girard computability 
method. The nature of the reductions of our system makes it impossible to use the usual 
notion of computability, since otherwise a circularity would arise. In order to overcome 
this problem we stratify the notion of computability over an ordinal parameter, i.e. we 
consider it as a general inductive definition. Ordinal induction over this parameter will 
be essential in the strong normalization proof. 
We have then a powerful and strongly normalizable set of logical reductions for 
classical logic whose strong normalization property can be got at the price of loosening 
the connection with system 10. As evidence of the power of our reduction rules, in 
[2] it has been proved that they can be extended to first-order classical logic and be 
used to extract constructive contents from classical proofs of X:-sentences. Besides, 
the strong nmnalization property for the extended set of rules is shown in [2] to be 
an easy consequence of our strong normalization result for &-. 
2. The system&,- 
In this section we describe a typed system &- and a set of reduction rules on its 
terms. Types of iv,- correspond to propositional logical sentences and its terms to 
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proofs in classical logic. We have chosen to provide such a system since terms are 
easier to “handle” than proofs. 
In the following we shall then use interchangeably the words “term” and “proof”, 
as well as “formula” and “type”. 
The typing for our terms will follow the one proposed in [l 1, 131 for Felleisen’s 
calculus &. 
Mainly because of the technical motivations mentioned in the introduction and that 
we shall make clearer in the following, we restrict the types of &- to a strict subset 
of all the possible logical formulas, even if we shall see this not to be a real restriction 
(the superscript “-” on the z in the name &-, expressing in turn the “typefulness” 
of the system, is to recall that we do not consider all the possible types). 
The types of our system are a subset of the simple types a la Church, i.e. of the 
types built out of atomic types a, 6, c, . and using the connectives + (implication) 
and I (falsehood). The negation in our system is defined as usual, by 
1A =Def A -+ 1. 
We restrict these types by forbidding types to have proper subtypes of the form --A. 
We also forbid l_ to occur on the left-hand side of -+ (like in I -+ A). 
Hence, for istance, TTA and ‘(B --+ ‘A) (A,B # I) are types of our system, in 
case A and B are so, while A + -TTB and A + (I + B) can never be. 
One could wonder whether the language of our system is rich enough. Indeed, even 
if our system, as shown below in the definition of the rules, contains the “ex falso 
quodlibet” and “double negation elimination” rules, I -+ A and ,lA --f A are not 
well-formed formulas. This, however, does not limit the sort of classical proofs it is 
possible to express in the system, since in meaningful classical reasoning only the 
corresponding rules are used. The same argument applies to the possible objection to 
the fact that no strict subformula in our system can be a double negation; in fact, in 
the common practice, a double negation would be useless inside formulas. It makes 
sense only outside them and before applying the “double negation elimination” rule. 
So our calculus formally defines a fragment of classical logic, but its restrictions are 
the ones that are implicitly used in the common proving practice. Moreover, it is easy 
to write a procedure that, given a proof in classical logic not respecting our restrictions, 
modifies it in such a way the restrictions are respected, but without changing its sense. 
The system we define is then sufficient for proof-theoretical purposes. 
The formal definition of the types of &- runs as follows: 
Definition 2.1. The sets of Positive types (P), Negative types (N), PosNeg types (U) 
and Double negated types (D) are defined by the following grammars, where a ranges 
over the set of type constants: 
P ::= UjP -+ PJP --f TPIlP ----) P(lP + --P 
N := 7P 
U := PIN 
D := 7,P. 
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The set of Types (T) of &- is now defined by 
T := IIP1NJD. 
Then positive types are those which are not negations; I can occur in a type only in 
subtypes of the form 1A and a double negation can occur outside, but not inside types. 
In the following, Positive types will be denoted by P, P’, P”, . . ., Types and PosNeg 
types by T,A, B, C, . . . So, if A is a PosNeg type, -A denotes a correct type, maybe 
double negated, while ---A, instead, may be out of the set of correct types, in case A 
be itself negated. 
For each type T, we suppose to have infinitely many variables labelled with T: 
Varr =Def {x,‘, xf, x,T, . . .} 
We shall drop the label T when it will be clear from the context. 
We define now a set of “pseudoterms” and a set of typing rules. The terms of system 
Iv,- will be the pseudoterms having a correct type. The pseudoterms are built out of 
variables, using abstraction, application and the operators V (which will correspond 
to double negation elimination for well-formed terms) and d (which will correspond 
to the ex falso quodlibet rule). We shall assume each occurrence of the operator d 
to have a type label T # I (a?~) which we shall drop when unnecessary. 
Definition 2.2. The set of Pseudoterms of &- is defined by the following grammar: 
M ::= xTlkMI(MM)(VMjdrM 
Definition 2.3 (Typing rules). Let A, B be PosNeg types, P a positive type, T a type 
# I and M,N pseudoterms. 
(var) xT : T 
[.xf :A] 
M:B 
(+I) M.M :A+B (+‘) 
M:A-+B N:A 
MN:B 
[ti :A] 
M:l- 
(+ h? .M : 1A (7-W 
M:TA N:A 
MN : I 
(7-E) 
M : -7P 
(d) 
M:l 
%?M:P drM:T 
We call then term a pseudoterm having a correct type. 
The cases of introduction and elimination of 7, even if it is a derived symbol, have 
been treated separately because of our type restrictions. 
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It is not difficult to see that the type of a term is unique (because of the type labels 
on variables) and may be computed. 
We shall denote by Termr the set of terms having type T. A term of the form 
%A4 will be called a dne-term (double negation elimination). One of the form &‘M an 
efq-term (ex false quodlibet). 
We introduce now the reductions for terms of &-. 
Definition 2.4 (Reduction rules). 
(P) (hJ,f)N -+I WWI 
(%?L) (%%f)N --+I WLk.M(lf.k(fN)) (‘) 
(a (@wN +I nP.wnf.(fwP) (*) 
(%&) M(%‘N) -+I %‘/lk.N(l.a.k(Mu)) (3) 
(Gg) M(%w) -+I ;Ip.N(h2.(Mu)p) (4) 
(g) M(%w) +I N(;lu.(Mu)) (5) 
(d) E[~W -+I M (7 
Provisos: (‘) M has to have type of the form -+A +P) 
(*) M has to have type of the form +A + -P) 
(3 ) M has to have type of the form A + P 
(4) M has to have type of the form A --) 1P 
(’ ) A4 has to have type of the form 7P 
(6) Q-1 is a context # [-] with type I and FL’(M) 2 FV(E[&A4]) 
--+ will denote the reflexive and transitive closure of + 1. 
The symbols of the above notions of reduction will be used in the following also to 
denote their compatible closure. 
It can be noted that the reductions %?R and $F?L are a typed version of the correspond- 
ing reductions for & (the names V and & for our operators have been chosen exactly 
to recall such a fact), with the restriction that the redexes (VM)N and M(%N) must 
have a positive type. Such rules, by making an elimination of double negation to be 
applied on simpler and simpler formulas, enable the constructive content hidden in a 
proof to come out. When the type of (%‘M)N or M(%N) is negative, it is immediate 
to check that they cannot be applied because of the restrictions on the types of our 
system. In such case, however, one can notice that the use of the double negation 
elimination is not essential. In fact, if a proof contains double negation eliminations 
only in subterms of the form (%M)N or M(%?N) with negative types, it can be trans- 
formed in a proof of intuitionistic logic. This observation has led to the definition of 
the additional rules %?k and %‘L, where the left-hand sides (Q?M)N and M(%?N) have a 
negative type and the right-hand sides do not contain %? and correspond to intuitionistic 
arguments. 
Rule Uf: has been introduced in order to deal with the case of the elimination of 
negation. Also in this rule the use of the double negation elimination can be avoided 
in its right-hand side. 
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In the reductions defined above we have not put the type decorations for sake of 
readability. We give below the reduction rules with all the type decorations. 
(B) ((A2 .MB)“-BNA)B -+I (M[N/x])B 
(VL 1 ((WW 
+44)).4+P~A)P 
--+I (~(nk-P.(M(~fA-P.(k(fN))i)~(A3B))I)~~P)P 
(GF?‘L) ((V(M) 
YY(A+YP) 
) 
A-+YPNA )lP 
-+I (,QP.(M(~j-A”P .((fN)-Pp)‘)‘(A-7P))L)1P 
(gR) (MA’P(9?(N)“A)A)P 
+I (%Y(WP .(N(& .(~(Mu)~)‘)‘~)‘)“~)~ 
(97;) (MA”P(V(N)“A)A)7P 
+I (ApP.(N(Ad .((Ma)‘Pp)L)‘A)L)7P 
(9;) (M’A(%?(N)“A)A)L 
+l (N(A61 .(Mu)‘)‘~)~ 
(d) (md~9TI)L -+I ML 
Definition 2.5. Let n be an integer, M a term and T a type. 
(i) n is a bound for A4 if the reduction tree of M has a finite height <n. 
(ii) M strongly normalizes if it has a bound. 
(iii) SNr = (A4 E Termr 1 M strongly normalizes} 
Theorem 2.1 (Strong normalization). For any type T: 
SNr = Term’, 
i.e. any term M of &- is strongly normalizable. 
The rest of the paper will be devoted to the proof of the Strong Normalization 
theorem. 
3. Strong normalization for &- 
Our proof method of strong normalization is essentially a nontrivial modification of 
Tait-Girard computability method. We sketch briefly now why, even with the restriction 
on types, this method is not applicable directly as it is, and what are the modifications 
we made to it. 
The computability method, first introduced by Tait [ 171 for simply typed A-calculus 
and later improved by Girard to his method of “candidates of reducibility” [9, lo] for 
second-order A-calculus, is based on a notion of “computability”. Computable terms 
strongly normalizes. Thus proving strong normalization reduces to showing that each 
term is computable, a thing that is not difficult to prove by induction on the term. 
However, to define a notion of computability for &-, in particular for &e-terms, is 
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not easy. The first attempt which would naturally come in mind for the definition of a 
notion of computability for terms of &-, would be the following: 
(1) a variable is computable outright. 
(2) Lx.M is computable if, for all computable terms N with the same type of x, 
M[N/x] is computable. 
(3) Q?(M) is computable if M is computable. 
(4) MN is computable if it strongly normalizes, and all its reducts which are not 
applications are computable (i.e., they satisfy either (1) or (2) or (3)). 
This definition is incorrect as stated. While (2) is a definition by induction on the 
type of the term, (3) forces a circularity. By (3) the computable terms V(M) of type 
A are defined from the computable terms of type ~-x4. The latters, by (2), are defined 
from the computable terms of type 1A and hence, by (2) again, from the computable 
terms of type A. 
What we do in order to overcome such a problem is to break this cycle by stratifying 
the above definition over an ordinal parameter, i.e. by considering it as a general 
inductive definition and using this ordinal induction during the proof. 
We build the set of computable terms for each type A in several steps, in order not 
to put the terms of the form %?M in the set all together. In the first step we put in 
the set of computable terms of type A only the terms which are not dne’s. Then in 
step a + 1 we consider the terms produced in step LX, and add to the computable terms 
of type A all the terms %?M such that A4 was introduced in the computable terms of 
type ---A at the ccth step. By Tarski theorem it is impossible to go on indefinitely in 
adding terms; we have to stop at most at step 01, the first uncountable ordinal. The 
set obtained at such limit ordinal is then the set of computable terms of type A. 
The sets built as sketched above will be proved to be, following Girard’s method, 
candidates, i.e. sets of terms having certain properties, among which strong normal- 
ization. As said before, it will not be difficult then to show that all terms are indeed 
computable. 
3.1. Stratified candidates for &+- 
In this section we define a notion of candidate for our language, associate to each 
type a set of terms (the computable ones) and prove these sets to be candidates. 
Definition 3.1. A set X of terms is a candidate for a type T iff the following conditions 
hold: 
(Co) x > Varr 
(Cl) SNr>X 
(C2) X is closed by reductions 
(C3) for every MN E Tt??YnT: if @‘Q E TermT)(hfN -+I Q 3 Q E x) then MN EX. 
Lemma 3.1. Slv, is a candidate for 1. 
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Proof. Straightforward. 0 
In order to associate a particular candidate to each type, we first define some op- 
erators on sets of terms: Lambda, Lambda’, Not, Ap, Clos, Cont, EFQ, having the 
following functionality: 
Lambda: 9( TermA ) x P( TermB ) + 9( TermA,B ) 
Lambda’, Not: P( TermA ) --+ 9( Term+ ) 
Ap, Clos: 9( TermA ) -+ y( TermA )
Cont: P( Term--p) --+ .9’( Termp) 
EFQA : P( TermA )
Definition 3.2. Let A, B be types, X E 9( TermA), Y E P( TermB), Z E S(Term,,p). 
We define: 
EFQA =Def {d/&f E Tt=?-WlA 1M E SNl} 
Lambda(X, Y) =nef {hc.M E TermA& 1 (VQ EX)(M[Q/xl E I’)} 
Lambda’(X) =nef {J.x.M E Term+ ) (VQ E X)(M[Q/x] E SNL)} 
AP(~) =Def {MN E slv, 1 
(VQ E TermA )( Q not application & MN -+ Q) =s Q E X} 
Clos(X) 
Not(X) 
Cant(Z) 
=Def x u 4V3 
=nef Clos(Var,AU EFQ,A U Lambda’(X)) 
=oef (%M E Termp ) M E Z} 
It is possible to see that Lambda and Lambda’ express the constructive meaning of 
lambda abstraction, since a lambda abstraction can indeed be seen as a function from 
terms to terms. Ap says that the meaning of a term MN depends on the constructive 
meaning of its reducts. The use of the operator Clos is to close a set of terms X 
under Ap. The operator Not translates the constructive meaning of the negation, while 
Cont expresses the fact that the constructive meaning of a term %?M is nothing but the 
constructive meaning of M. 
It is not difficult to see that the operator Lambda’ is decreasing w.r.t. the set- 
theoretical inclusion order; Ap and Cont are, instead, increasing. From the observations 
above it easily follows that Not is decreasing and the composition of Not with itself 
(Not o Not) is increasing. 
We are now ready to define, for each type T, a candidate [T] associated to it. [T] 
will be the 01 limit of an increasing chain [TIC, of subsets of Termr, where a denote an 
ordinal and wi is the first uncountable ordinal. For any a we will first define [T]@ for 
positive types and then extend the definition to nonpositive ones by using the operator 
Not. 
Definition 3.3. Let T be a type # 1. 
(i) [II =Def SNL. 
(ii) We define [Tla E P(Term,), for each ordinal a, as follows: 
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(a) u = 0 
(1) If T is an atomic type a: 
[T]o =nef Clos(VarrU FFQr) 
(2) If T is A -+ B, and B # I, assume to have already defined [T’] for all 
subtypes T’ of T: 
[T]o =Def Clos(VarrU EFQTU Lambda([A], [B]) 
(3) If T = 1A: 
[Tlo =Def NoWlo) 
(b) ci = y + 1 
(1) If T is positive: 
[Tl,+l =Def Clos([Tl,U Cont([T+J,)) 
(2) If T = 7A: 
[Tl,+l =Def NoWl,+1) 
(c) tl is a limit ordinal /I: 
(1) If T is positive: 
[Tlg =Def UY<&Tl, 
(2) If T = 1A: 
[Up =Def Not([Alp) 
(iii) We define [T] as follows: 
[Tl =Def [Tl,,. 
If P is a positive type it is easy to check that the chain [PIN is increasing because 
[Plol,l = Clos([P], U . . .) >[Pla. Therefore, by Tarski’s Fixed Point Theorem we get 
[PI = [Plw, = [Plo,.,. Thus, by putting a = wi in the definition of [PIE+1 we have 
that 
[P] = Clos( [P] U Cont([77P])) 
If T = TA, by the same argument we have instead [T] = Not([A]). 
Definition 3.4. Let M be a term and A its type. Following Tait, we shall call M 
computable iff M E [A]. 
Later we shall prove that every term is computable and that, for each type A, [A] is 
indeed a candidate. It will follow, by Cl, that every term strongly normalizes. 
3.1.1. Proving candidate properties 
In this subsection we shall check that [T], previously defined, is a candidate for any 
type T. 
In the following Lemmas 3.2-3.5 we shall prove relevant properties of the operators 
we introduced. Then we shall be able to prove (in Lemma 3.6) that for each type T 
and ordinal 01, the set [TIR (in particular [T]) is a candidate. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let T be a type and X E P(Termr). Then: X satisjies CO-C2 * 
Clos(X) is a candidate. 
Proof. We check separately CO,. . ., C3 for Clos(X). Recall that Clos(X) = XU Ap(X). 
(CO) Clos(X) 2 X > Varr. 
(Cl) SNr > Clos(X) by definition of Ap and SNr >X. 
(C2) Assume M E Clos(X) and A4 -+ N in order to prove N E Clos(X). Then either 
M E X, or M E Ap(X). In the first case, we apply C2 to X and M -+ N in order 
to deduce N E X. Thus, N E Clos(X) because Clos(X) > X. In the second case, by 
definition of Ap we know that A4 = Min/r, E SNr, and that 
(VQ E TermA )(Q not application and MIA42 + Q) + Q E X (1) 
Suppose now N be not an application. Then from MiM2 -+ N we deduce N E X 
by 1. We are so reduced to the first case. If N is instead an application, then, since 
(N + Q) =+ (Ml& + Q), from 1 we conclude: 
(VQ E TermA )(Q not application and N -+ Q) + Q E X 
Therefore, N E Ap(X) by definition of Ap. Thus, N E Clos(X) because Clos(X) 2 
AP(X). 
(C3) Assume: 
(VQ E TermA)(MN --+I Q) =+ Q E Clos(X) (2) 
in order to prove MN E Clos(X). It is indeed enough to prove MN E Ap(X). There are 
finitely many Q’s such that MN +I Q; say, Qi,. . . , Qn. Since each Qi E Clos(X), 
and COOS satisfies Cl, then each Qi has a bound ni. Therefore, maxi{ni + 1) 
is a bound for MN, and MN E SNA. To prove MN E Ap(X), there is still left to 
check: 
(VQ E Term, )(Q not application and MN + Q) + Q E X (3) 
To prove 3, assume Q is not an application, and MN + Q. Then Q # MN. It follows 
that for some Q’ we have MN +I Q’ + Q. By the assumption 2, Q’ E Clos(X). Then 
Q E Clos(X) follows by Q’ + Q, because Clos(X) satisfies C2. Since Q is not an 
application, then Q @Ap(X), and therefore Q E X. q 
Lemma 3.3. Let A, B be positive or negative types, C any type # I, X E 9( TermA), 
Y E P( TermB), Z, Z’ E (Termc). 
(i) X satisjies CO, Y satisfies Cl,C2 =+ Lambda(X, Y) satisfies Cl, C2. 
(ii) X satisfies CO + Lambda’(X) satisfies Cl, C2. 
(iii) (2, Z’ satisfy Cl, C2) and (Z or Z’ satisfy also CO) ~j Z U Z’ satisjes CO, Cl 
and C2. 
(iv) Varc satisjes CO,Cl and C2. 
(v) Varc U EFQc satisfies CO, C 1 and C2. 
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Proof. (i) Let JJ.M E Lambda(X, Y). We check Cl and C2 separately. 
(Cl ) We have to prove that h .M E SNA+B. By CO, x E X; by definition of 
Lambda(X, Y), it follows M E Y; by Cl, we deduce M E Slv,. Since J_x.M has not 
type I, it is not an d-redex, and each reduction out of h.M is indeed a reduction 
out of M. Besides, any bound for M is a bound for ;Ix.M as well. We conclude that 
k.M E SN/,,. 
(C2) Assume J.x.M --+ N in order to prove N E Lambda(X, Y). Since IJ.M is not 
an d-redex, each reduction out of h.M is indeed a reduction on M; then N = ,?x. Q 
and M + Q. Therefore, it is enough to check that, for every S E X, Q[S/x] E Y. By 
kc.M E Lambda(X, Y) it follows that M[S/x] E Y. Since M[S/x] -+ Q[S/x], by applying 
C2 to Y we conclude that Q[S/x] E Y. Thus, N E Lambda(X, Y). 
(ii) Similar to point (i). We use the fact that SNl is a candidate. 
(iii) If Z > Varc, then Z U Z’ > Varc. If SNc > Z,Z’, then SNc > Z U Z’. Assume 
now Z and Z’ be closed by reduction, M E Z U Z’ and M + N. If M E Z then N E Z; 
ifMEZ’ then NEZ’. In both cases, NEZUZ’. 
(iv) Straightforward. We use the fact that no reduction is possible on a variable. 
(v) By (iv) and (iii), Varc U EFQ, satisfies CO, Cl and C2 if EFQc satisfies Cl 
and C2. Thus, we have to prove Cl, C2 for EFQc. Since C # I, dcM is not an J$ 
redex, and each reduction sequence out of dcM E EFQ, is a reduction sequence out 
of M. Then EFQc satisfies Cl and C2 since M E SNl for each dcM E EFQ,. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let A, B be positive or negative types, a an atomic type, X E 9( TermA). 
(i) X satisfies CO + Not(X) candidate for -A. 
(ii) [alo is a candidate for a. 
(iii) [A], [B] are candidates for A, B + [A 4 B],J is a candidate for A --+ B. 
Proof. 
(i) Since X satisfies CO, then Lambda’(X) satisfies Cl, C2 by Lemma 3.3(ii). 
By applying 3.3(v), (iii) in this order, we deduce that Var,A U EFQ,, U Lambda’(X) 
satisfies CO-C2. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, Not(X) = Clos(Var,A U EFQ,, ULambda‘(X)) 
is a candidate. 
(ii) By Lemma 3.3(v) and Lemma 3.2, [alo = Clos(Var, U EFQ,) is a candidate. 
(iii) If [A] and [B] are candidates for A and B, then Lambda([A], [B]) satisfies 
Cl, C2 by Lemma 3.3(i). By applying 3.3(v), ( iii in this order, we deduce that ) 
VarA_B u EFQ,, U Lambda([A], [B]) satisfies CO-C2. We conclude, by Lemma 3.2, 
that [A --+ B]o = Clos(Var,.+B U EFQ, U Lambda([A], [B])) is a candidate. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let P be a positive type, X E .9( Termp). 
(i) X satisfies CO =+ Cont(Not(Not(X))) satis-es Cl,C2. 
(ii) [PI% is a candidate + [PIa+, is a candidate. 
(iii) Let /? be a limit ordinal, [PI, a candidate for all c( < j3 + [PIP is a candidate. 
Proof. (i) Assume that X satisfies CO. Then, by applying Lemma 3.4(i) twice, 
Not(Not(X)) is a candidate. In particular, if M E Not(Not(X)) and M + N, then 
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M E SN,,p by Cl and N E Not(Not(X)) by C2. We check now that Cont(Not(Not(X))) 
satisfies Cl, C2. 
(Cl) Each reduction on %h4 is indeed a reduction on h4, because M cannot have 
type 1~1 and thus VM is not an d-redex. It follows that if %M E Cont(Not(Not(X))) 
then %YM E SNP. 
(C2) For the same motivation, if %?M -+ N’, then N’ = %?M’ and M -+ M’, and 
therefore M’ E Not(Not(X)), N’ = %‘M’ E Cont(Not(Not(X))). 
(ii) Assume [PIa be a candidate. 
Then, by point (i) above, Cont([l+],) = Cont(Not(Not([P],)) satisfies Cl, C2. 
By Lemma 3.3(iii) we deduce that [PI, U Cont([l+la) satisfies COC2. We conclude 
that [PIa+, = Clos([P], U Cont([l+‘],)) is a candidate by Lemma 3.2. 
(iii) By definition, [PI0 = U,,&P],. Therefore we have to prove that the union of 
a non-empty increasing chain of candidates satisfies CO, Cl, C2, C3. 
(CO) The condition [Plo, > Varp is clearly preserved under non-empty unions. 
(Cl ) Similarly for SNp >[P],. 
(C2) Assume ME U,,#‘], and M -+ N. Then M E [PI, for some a, and N E [PIa 
by C2 for [PI,. Thus, N E U,.#],. 
(C3 ) Assume 
WQ E TefW WfN -+I Q> * Q E u PI,. 
@<B 
MN has a finite number of one-step reducts, say Qi, . . . , Q,,. For each of them we have 
Qi E lJa<BIP],. Therefore, Qi E [PIa, for some LX; < /?. Let tl’ = max{cci,. _, a,} < b 
(with CI’ = 0 if n = 0). Since [& is an increasing chain, then [& >[Pla, and 
thus Ql,..., Qn E [PIE!. We apply C3 to [PI,! and we deduce MN E [PI,). It follows 
MN E U,<#‘lw q 
Lemma 3.6. Let T be a type and CI an ordinal. Then [TIE is a candidate. In particular, 
[T] is a candidate. 
Proof. By induction on the definition of [T],; i.e., by principal induction on the number 
of arrows in T, and by secondary induction on CI. All the properties required in the 
inductive steps are in Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.4(i)-(iii) and Lemma 3S(ii), (iii). q 
We are ready to prove now, in the next section, that every term is computable. 
3.2. Computability for terms of &- 
In order to prove that every term is computable, we have to check that all con- 
structors of the language build computable terms from computable terms. For some 
connectives, this fact follows by the definition we have given. For variables it follows 
from the fact that [A] is a candidate and from CO. 
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Lemma 3.7. Let A,B be positive or negative types, P a positive type, a an ordinal, 
kx.M E Term+ and Jx.N E TermA_,B. Then: 
0) (K? E MdoW[Q/~l ESlv_L) * JJ.M E [4,, 
(ii) (VR E [A])(N[R/x] E [B]) =+ 2x.N E [A -+ B], 
(iii) M E [77P] * %M E [PI, 
(iv) M E Slv, + dJ4 E [A],. 
Proof. (i) [TA]@ 2 Lambda’([A],), and h.M E Lambda’([A],) by definition of 
Lambda’. 
(ii) [A -t B] 2 Lambda([A], [B]), and ;lu.N E Lambda( [A], [B]) by definition of 
Lambda. 
(iii) [P] = Clos([P] U Cont([TlP])) > Cont([lTP]) by Tarski’s Theorem, and 
VA4 E Cont([TlP]) by definition of Cont. 
(iv) From the definition of [A], it is easy to check that [A]@ 2 EFQA and hence 
&,+M E [Ale when A4 E SNl. 0 
To check instead that M E [A + B] and N E [A] imply MN E [B] is more difficult. It 
will justify the need for the heavy candidate machinery we introduced. 
The difficulty in proving MN E [B] lies in the fact that MN has a functional con- 
structive meaning (it may be reduced by p) but also non-functional ones (it may be 
reduced by go, %‘R, 5$, %k, U[). Suppose, for instance, that M = %M’, and reduce 
MN by %‘L to %?&.M’(2f.k(fN)). If we try to prove %‘,%.M’(nf.k(fN)) E [B], 
after a while, because of the presence of nf . . . (fN). . in 9?Dc.M’(lf.k(fN)), we 
are reduced to prove M”N E [B] for any M” E [A -+ B]. 
The situation seems to be hopeless; in an attempt to prove MN E [B], we are reduced 
to prove M”N E [B] for all M” E [A + B]. In other words, the reduction rules we have 
seem to give a cyclic definition of the constructive meaning of MN. The idea is to 
break this cycle, by saying that we introduced M(= %?M’) in [A + B] after we intro- 
duced M’ in [+A -+ B)], and M” in [A + B]. This informal idea has been formalized 
in the definition [PIE+1 =~~f Clos([P], UCont([Pla)). This definition says that if we in- 
troduced M’ in [l,P] at the stage CI, then we introduced %?M’ in [P] at the stage a + 1. 
The next lemma (Lemma 3.8) characterizes the terms of the form %M occurring 
in [PI%. Then we will check (Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10) that M E [TA], N E [A] imply 
MN E SNl, and finally (Lemma 3.12) that M E [A + B], N E [A] imply MN E [B]. 
The last two properties are not easy to prove, but are required in order to show that 
every term is computable. 
Lemma 3.8. Let P be a positive type and a an ordinal. Then: 
%?M E [PI% H 3a’ < a.M E [y~P]~f. 
Proof. (+) M E [--PI,, for some a’ < a + (%?M) E [Pld(~+l and a’ + 1 <a + 
(WM) E [PIE (because the chain [PIN is increasing). 
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(+) We proceed by induction on c(. The case c( = 0 is trivially satisfied, since no 
term of the form VA4 can belong to [P]o. 
In the case cc = c(’ + 1, if %?M E [PI,!+, = Clos( [PI,/ U Cont( [~~P]l~ )) then, since 
%M is not an application, either VM E [PI%/ or VA4 E Cont([T-PI,/). In the first case 
we apply the induction hypothesis on c(’ obtaining ME [,~P],u for some tl” < c(’ < 
tl’ + 1; in the second one, A4 E [l,P],/ by definition of Cont, and CI’ < ~1’ + 1, as we 
wished to show. 
In the case c( is a limit ordinal, if GYM E lJl,<a[P]x, then %‘M E [PIal for some 
~1’ < c(. We apply the induction hypothesis on u’ and obtain A4 E [,~P],u for some 
CI” < cc’ < x. 0 
We check now (in Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10) that M E [TA], N E [A] imply MN ESN~. 
Lemma 3.9. Let P be a positive type and s( an ordinal. Then: 
(i) M E [~TP]~, N E [lPll + MN E SNl, 
(ii) ME [T-P], NE [,P] + MN E SNl. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 3.6, [ --PIti and [TP], are candidates. By Cl, M and N have 
bounds m and n. We prove now that MN E Sni; by induction on m + n. Since SNl 
is a candidate by Lemma 3.1, by C3 it is enough to prove: (VQ E Terml)(MN +I 
Q> + QESNJ_. 
Assume MN +i Q in order to prove Q E SNl. Then there are four cases: either 
Q=MiNandM+lMi,orQ=MNi andN +I Ni , or Q = M’[N/x] and M = h.M’, 
or Q = R and MN = E[zZR] (by definition, $5’: cannot be applied). In the first case, 
Mi hasaboundmi <mandMiE[ TTP]~ by C2. In the second one Ni has a bound 
nl < n and Ni E [lP]% by C2. In both cases we apply the induction hypothesis and 
deduce Mi N(or MN] ) E SNl, as required to prove. In the third case, it4 = k .M’ E 
[~TP]~ E Not([-PI,). Since A4 is neither an application nor a variable nor an efq- 
term, then M E Lambda’([lP],), and we conclude M’[N/x] E SNl by definition of 
Lambda’. In the fourth case R is necessarily a subterm of M or N. In both cases 
R E SN_L since M and N have bounds. 
(ii) Straightforward by (i), putting c( = 01. 0 
Lemma 3.10. Let P be a positive type and c1 an ordinal. Then: 
(i) M E [7P],N E [PI, + MN E SNl, 
(ii) M E [,P], N E [P] + MN E SNl. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 3.6, [,P] and [PIa are candidates. By Cl, M and N have 
bounds m and n. We prove now MN E SNJ. by principal induction on M and secondary 
induction on m + n. Since SrU, is a candidate by Lemma 3.1, by C3 it is enough to 
prove: (VQ E Term1 )(MN --+I Q) + Q E SNl. Assume MN +I Q in order to prove 
Q E Slv,. There are five possible cases: 
1. Q = MIN and M +I MI. Then MI has a bound mi < m and Ml E [,P] by C2. 
By the secondary induction hypothesis we deduce MIN E SNl. 
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2. Q=MNr and N --+I Ni. Then Ni has a bound nl < n and Ni E [PIa by C2. By 
the secondary induction hypothesis we deduce MN, E SNl. 
-3. Q = M’[N/x] and M = Jx.M’ (we applied /I). Then M E Lambda’([P]), because 
M E [,P] and M is neither an application nor a variable nor an efq-term. We conclude 
M’[N/x] E SNl by definition of Lambda’, N E [PI% and [P] >[Plol (the inclusion holds 
because P is positive). 
4. Q = N’(Aa.(Mu)) and N = VN’ (we applied %?[). Then N’ E [-lP],j for some 
a’ < c(, by Lemma 3.8 and N E [PI?. To prove N’(,&z.(Mu)) E SrV,, by Lemma 3.9 
it is enough to prove Aa. E [TP]~J. By Lemma 3.7(i), Aa. E [TP]~~ may 
be proved if we prove (VN” E [Plzt)(MN” E SNl). This last statement follows by 
principal inductive hypothesis on U’ < c(. 
5. Q = R and MN = E[dR] (we applied &). Then R is necessarily a subterm of 
M or N. In both cases R E SNl since M and N have bounds. 
(ii) Straightforwardly by (i), putting c( = 01. 0 
Lemma 3.11. For any positive or negative type A, 
M E [TA], N E [A] =+ MN E SNl. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.9 (if A is negative) or 3.10 (if A is positive). 0 
We prove now the last and most difficult lemma of this paper. 
Lemma 3.12. Let A,B be positive or negative types and cc,B be ordinals. If A is a 
negative type, assume also /I = 01. Then: 
(i) M E [A -+ B],, N E [Alp + MN E [B], 
(ii) M E [A + B], N E [A] + MN E [B]. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 3.6, [A + B],, [Alp and [B] are candidates. By Cl, M and N 
have bounds m and n. We prove now MN E [B] by threefold induction on the indexes 
cr, 8, m + n. (Actually, the order between the first two indexes does not matter].) By 
C3 it is enough to prove: 
(VQ E TermB)(MN --+I Q) + Q E [B]. 
Assume MN -+I Q in order to prove Q E [B]. There are seven possible cases: 
1. Q=MlNandM+,Mi.ThenMi hasaboundmr <mandMi~[A-+B],by 
C2. By the induction hypothesis on (ml + n) we deduce MIN E [B]. 
2. Q = MN, and N il Ni. Then Ni has a bound nl < n and Ni E [Alp by C2. By 
the induction hypothesis on (m + nl) we deduce MN, E [B]. 
3. Q = M’[N/x] and M = k.M’ (we applied rule (/I)). Then M E Lambda([A], [B]), 
because M E [A + Bla and M is neither an application nor a variable nor an efq- nor a 
dne-term. We conclude M’[N/x] E [B] by definition of Lambda and NE [Alp, [A] >[A]p. 
Remark that [A] >[A]b holds because either A is a positive type (and the chain [Ala is 
increasing) or B = wi (and [A] = [Ala). 
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4. Assume Q = %‘,Ik.M’(if .k(fN)), M = %‘M’ and B positive (we applied rule 
‘Z,_). Then M’ E [+A 4 B)],! for some CI’ < c(, by Lemma 3.8 and A4 E [A --+ B],. 
We proceed now backwards from our thesis. To prove VAk.M’(lf.k(fN)) E [B], by 
Lemma 3.7(iii) it is enough to prove ;Ik.M’(lf.k(fN)) E [TTB]. By Lemma 3.7(i), 
Lk.M’(,lf.k(fN)) E [T-B] may be proved if we prove (VR E [+])(M’(I~.R(J”N)) E 
SNl). By Lemma 3.11 and M’ E [+A + B)],), M’( if.R(fN )) E SNl may in turn be 
proved if we prove Af‘.R(fN) E [-(A -+B)]a/. This last statement, by Lemma 3.7(i), 
is implied by (VM” E [A + &)(R(M”N) E SNl). Since R E [TB], by Lemma 3.11 
all we have to prove is (VM” E [A + &t)(M”N E [B]). This last statement may be 
obtained by the principal induction hypothesis on 12 < ~1. 
5. Q = Ip.M’(;lf .(fN)p) and A4 = %M’, with B = TP for some positive 
type P (we applied rule %?L). Then M’ E [+A + B)],) for some tx’ < CI, by 
Lemma 3.8 and M E [A -+ Bla. We proceed now backwards from our thesis. To 
prove Lp.M’(2f.(fN)p) E [B] = [TP] by Lemma 3.7(i) it is enough to prove 
(VR E [P])(M’(lf.(fN)R) E Slv,). By Lemma 3.11 and M’ E [--(A -+ B)],), 
M’(Lf.(fN))R E SNL may in turn be proved if we prove if .(fN)R E [l(A + B)],!. 
This last statement, by Lemma 3.7(i), is implied by (VM” E [A + B],f)((M”N)R E 
SNl). Since R E [PI, by Lemma 3.11 all we have to prove is (VM” E [A + 
B]@))(M”N E [B] = [-PI). This last statement may be obtained by the principal induc- 
tion hypothesis on CI’ < s(. 
6. Q = ‘$?lk .N’(h.k(Mu)), N = VN’ and B positive (we applied rule qs). 
Then N’ E [llA]p, for some p’ < /?, by Lemma 3.8 and N E [AID. Remark that, 
for the restriction we put on typing, A must be a positive type, and therefore we 
did not assume /? = 01. We proceed now backwards from our thesis. To prove 
Vik.N’(h.k(Ma)) E [B] by Lemma 3.7(iii) it is enough to prove Lk.N’(la.k(Ma)) E 
[T-B]. By Lemma 3.7(i), lk.N’(h.k(Ma)) E [TUB] may be proved if we prove (VR E 
[+])(N’(h.R(Ma)) E SNl). By Lemma 3.9 and N’ E [TTA]~~, N’(h.R(Ma)) E SNL 
may in turn be proved if we prove la.R(Mu) E [~A]br. This last statement, by Lemma 
3.7(i), may be deduced from (YN” E [A]p)(R(MN”) E SNl). Since R E [TB], by 
Lemma 3.11 all we have to prove is (VN” E [A]at)(MN” E [B]). This last state- 
ment may be obtained by the secondary induction hypothesis on /?’ < B (in or- 
der to apply inductive hypothesis to /?’ < /?, it is crucial that we did not assume 
p = WI). 
7. Q = Ap.N’(Aa.(Ma)p) and N = %?N’ with B = 7P for some positive type 
P (we applied rule %‘k). Then N’ E [--Ala! for some /?’ < 8, by Lemma 3.8 and 
N E [AID. Remark that, for the restriction we put on typing, A must be a positive type, 
and therefore we did not assume p = 01. We proceed now backwards from our thesis. 
To prove 2p.N’(;la.(Ma)p) E [B] = [TP] by Lemma 3.7(i) it is enough to prove 
(VR E [P])(N’(la.(Mu)R) E SNl). By Lemma 3.9 and N’ E [TTA]~, N’(h.(Mu)R) E 
SNl may in turn be proved if we prove hz.(Ma)R E [~A]F. This last statement, by 
Lemma 3.7(i), may be deduced from (VN” E [A]p)((MN”)R E SNl). Since R E [PI, 
by Lemma 3.11 all we have to prove is (VN” E [A]bt)(MN” E [B] = [TP]). This 
last statement may be obtained by the secondary induction hypothesis on B’ < p 
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(in order to apply inductive hypothesis to /I’ < jI, it is crucial that we did not assume 
P = WI). 
(ii) Straightforwardly by (i), putting CI = /I = 01. 0 
3.3. The result 
We are now ready to prove a Soundness Theorem and to deduce Strong Normaliza- 
tion from it. We only need a last definition before. 
Definition 3.5. Let A4 be any term. 
(i) A substitution is any map from a finite set of variables to the set of terms. 
(ii) A substitution c is on M if the free variables of M are all in the domain 
of Is. 
(iii) If 0 is a substitution on M, we denote by a(M) the result of replacing each 
x free in M by a(x). 
(iv) A substitution 0 is computable if o(x) is computable for all variables x in the 
domain of rr. 
Theorem 3.1 (Soundness). Let M be any term and CJ a substitution on it. Then: 
IJ is computable + a(M) is computable. 
Proof. By induction on M. 
l M is a variable. The thesis holds by definition of computable substitution. 
l M z 2_x..Ml. We apply Lemma 3.7(i) or 3.7(ii), if the type of M has the form 
7A or A + B, respectively. 
l M z MlM2. We apply Lemma 3.11 or 3.12, if the type of MI has the form 
-A or A + B, respectively. 
l M E @‘Ml. We apply Lemma 3.7(iii). 
l M = &Ml. We apply Lemma 3.7(iv). 0 
The Strong Normalization theorem turns now to be a corollary of the 
Soundness theorem. 
Corollary 3.1 (Strong normalization). Every term A4 of &- strongly normalizes. 
Proof. Let us consider the identical substitution id on M, defined by id(x) = x for any 
x free in M. id is computable because ,@ E [A] by CO. Therefore, by the Soundness 
Theorem, M(= id(M)) is computable. Thus, M E [A] for the type A of M. Then, by 
Lemma 3.6 and Cl, M strongly normalizes. 0 
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